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Abstract
In this paper, we examine a recently introduced type of effective reduc-
tion which applies solely to problems of equivalence or isomorphism: the
“kernel reduction”. Specifically, we examine reductions among languages
in the complexity class consisting of all languages induced by equivalence
relations for which membership can be decided by a non-deterministic
polynomial time Turing machine. This class is called NPEq; the defini-
tions for PEq and coNPEq are analagous.
We prove a general theorem which provides a problem which is hard
under polynomial time kernel reductions for several classes of equivalence
relations, including ΣkPEq and PSPACEEq. In fact, such a problem is
complete for PSPACEEq under polynomial time kernel reductions. We also
show that if there is a complete problem under kernel reductions in NPEq,
then that problem is also complete under many-one reductions in NP. Fi-
nally we use a proof of Ladner’s theorem to show that if PEq 6= NPEq and
there are problems in NPEq which are complete under polynomial time
kernel reductions then there are NPEq-intermediary problems—problems
which are in NPEq, but not complete under kernel reductions and not in
PEq.
1 Introduction
In this paper we examine the power of “kernel reductions” on languages
induced by equivalence relations, specifically for which membership can be
decided by a non-deterministic Turing machine running in time polyno-
mial in the length of the input. Given two equivalence relations R and S,
each of which can be expressed as a set of pairs of strings, a kernel reduc-
tion from R to S is a function f for which 〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈
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S. This function maps each member of the pair in R to an element of a
pair in the relation S, instead of mapping the entire pair to another pair.
The full definition of “kernel reduction” is given by Fortnow and Gro-
chow [5] (and is repeated below), though the idea has existed before then.
In fact, all polynomial time many-one reductions to and from the graph
isomorphism problem are, to the best of our knowledge, in fact kernel
reductions, though they have not before been called by this name. The
same seems to go for polynomial time many-one reductions to and from
other equivalence problems. This kind of reduction is more natural than
the usual many-one reduction for problems of equivalence. It is therefore
important to study the power of these reductions and how they can help
further classify currently known and newly discovered complexity classes.
We would briefly like to point out that [3] provides a thorough treat-
ment of the kernel reduction (from the viewpoint of a logician), there
called a “strong isomorphism reduction”, and this work extends and clar-
ifies several of the results from that paper (from the viewpoint of a com-
plexity theorist). We have attempted to provide plentiful explicit refer-
ences to specific theorems in that work where appropriate and we encour-
age the reader to examine the original theorems and proofs.
In section 2 we provide the definitions necessary for the study of
polynomial time kernel reductions and effectively computable equivalence
problems. In section 3 we provide some possible definitions for NPEq,
the class of equivalence problems for which membership can be decided
in nondeterministic polynomial time.
In the next three sections we see a common thread among some of
the results. The results show that the number of equivalence classes in
an equivalence relation is important in determining if reductions to and
from it are possible. In section 4 we examine some basic facts about
polynomial time kernel reductions which are useful for developing an un-
derstanding about the power of these reductions with respect to polyno-
mial time many-one reductions. In section 5 we provide general sufficient
conditions under which a complexity class consisting of equivalence re-
lations contains a problem which is hard under polynomial time kernel
reductions. In section 6 we explore the relationship between completeness
in NP under polynomial time many-one reductions and completeness in
NPEq under polynomial time kernel reductions.
In section 7 we adapt a proof by Schöning’s “uniform diagonalization
theorem” to the setting of equivalence relations and polynomial time ker-
nel reductions in order to prove results about intermediary problems. In
section 8 we provide a few open problems, although many open problems
are posed throughout this work.
2 Preliminaries
If f : S → T is a well-defined function and S′ ⊆ S, then f restricted to
the domain S′ is the function f ′ : S′ → T defined by f ′(x) = f(x) for all
x ∈ S′. We denote this restricted function on a smaller domain by f |S′ .
If Σ is an alphabet then Σ∗ is the set of all strings over the al-
phabet Σ and Σ≤n is the set {w ∈ Σ∗| |w| ≤ n}. Usually Σ is the
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binary alphabet {0, 1}. The empty string will be denoted by λ. If
σ ∈ Σ then σk is the string consisting of k concatenated copies of the
symbol σ. If x and y are elements of Σ∗, then we denote by 〈x, y〉
the pairwise encoding of x and y, which is itself an element of Σ∗. In
this paper, we will assume the reasonable pairwise encoding defined by
〈x, y〉 = x1x1x2x2 · · ·x|x|x|x|01y1y1y2y2 · · · y|y|y|y| for all x and y in Σ∗.
As usual, a language over an alphabet Σ is a subset of Σ∗. The comple-
ment of a language L is Σ∗\L, and is denoted L.
The complexity classes P, NP, FP (polynomial time computable func-
tions), ΣkP, ΠkP, and PSPACE have the usual definitions. The set of words
accepted by a Turing machine M is denoted L(M). The complement of
a complexity class C is the set of complements of languages in C, and is
denoted coC.
We say a Turing machine M is a polynomially clocked Turing machine
if the description of M includes a positive integer k such that M halts
within time knk on all inputs of length n.
If L1, L2 are languages, we say that L1 polynomial time many-one
reduces to L2 if there exists a polynomial time computable function f
such that w ∈ L1 if and only if f(w) ∈ L2. We denote this by L1 ≤Pm L2.
If L1 ≤Pm L2 and L2 ≤Pm L1, we say that L1 and L2 are equivalent under
polynomial time many-one reductions, and denote this by L1 ≡Pm L2.
Given a universe U , R ⊆ U ×U is an equivalence relation on U if R is
1. reflexive: for all x ∈ U , (x, x) ∈ R
2. symmetric: for all x, y ∈ U , (x, y) ∈ R implies (y, x) ∈ R
3. transitive: for all x, y, z ∈ U , (x, y) ∈ R and (y, z) ∈ R implies
(x, z) ∈ R
An equivalence relation R can be encoded as a language by taking the
pairwise encoding of each pair in R. In this way we can study the com-
putational complexity of classes of languages which represent equivalence
relations. In this paper we will abuse notation and write 〈x, y〉 ∈ R for an
equivalence relation R on Σ∗, but what we really mean is (x, y) ∈ R and
〈x, y〉 ∈ LR, the language on the alphabet Σ induced by R.
The equivalence class of x with respect to an equivalence relation R
on U is {y ∈ U |(x, y) ∈ R}. It is denoted [x]R, or if the context is clear,
simply [x]. Each element x ∈ U is in exactly one equivalence class, so the
equivalence classes of an equivalence relation on U provide a partition of
U .
A complete invariant for an equivalence relation R on U is a function
f : U → T such that for all x, y ∈ U , (x, y) ∈ R if and only if f(x) = f(y).
In section 3 we will define generalizations of the complete invariant which
accept as input an additional witness to the equivalence of x and y.
PEq is the class of equivalence relations for which membership can be
decided by a Turing machine running in deterministic polynomial time.
NPEq is the class of equivalence relations for which membership can be
decided by a Turing machine running in non-deterministic polynomial
time. In other words, PEq is the set of (languages induced by) equivalence
relations which are in P, and NPEq is the set of (languages induced by)
equivalence relations which are in NP. In general, the class CEq is the class
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of languages induced by equivalence relations which are in the complexity
class C. As usual, PEq ⊆ NPEq.
We now require a natural notion of reduction among equivalence rela-
tions. If R and S are equivalence relations on Σ∗, we say R kernel reduces
to S if there exists a computable f : Σ∗ → Σ∗ such that ∀x, y ∈ Σ∗,
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ S. We denote this by R ≤ker S. If f
is computable in polynomial time, then we say R polynomial time kernel
reduces to S and use the notation R ≤Pker S.
Notice the difference between a kernel reduction and a regular old
many-one reduction: a kernel reduction maps 〈x, y〉 ∈ R to 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈
S, whereas a many-one reduction maps 〈x, y〉 ∈ R to f(〈x, y〉) ∈ S, for
some polynomial time computable function f . Informally, a function
which computes a many-one reduction has access to both x and y but
a function which computes a kernel reduction has access to only one of x
and y at a time. Note that since it is more restrictive, a kernel reduction
induces a many-one reduction (namely the function 〈x, y〉 7→ 〈f(x), f(y)〉).
As an analog to polynomial time many-one completeness in NP, we
define a similar notion of completeness under polynomial time kernel
reductions in NPEq. An equivalence relation S is NPEq-hard if for all
R ∈ NPEq, R ≤Pker S. If S is also in NPEq, then it is NPEq-complete.
If S is NPEq-complete, we sometimes say that S is complete under ≤Pker
reductions in NPEq. Generally, an equivalence relation S is CEq-hard if
for all R ∈ CEq, R ≤Pker S, and CEq-complete if it is additionally in CEq.
3 Definitions of NPEq
In this section we examine possible alternate definitions of NPEq. The
main property of languages in NP is that membership in each language
is verifiable in polynomial time, given a witness to the membership. We
propose here several possible definitions of NPEq in order to determine
which make sense, which are too restrictive, and which are equivalent.
For the sake of brevity, in all definitions below, when we write ∃w, we
mean ∃w with length polynomially bounded with respect to the length of
x, y, or the pair 〈x, y〉 (depending on the requirements of the particular
definition).
The first two definitions are analogs of the two fundamental definitions
of NP.
Definition 3.1. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq1 if there exists a
non-deterministic Turing machine, call it N , which halts in time polyno-
mial in the length of the input, such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ N(〈x, y〉) accepts
Definition 3.2. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq2 if there exists a
language L ∈ P such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃w : 〈〈x, y〉, w〉 ∈ L
The next two definitions attempt to require that the witness language
is itself an equivalence relation, instead of an arbitrary language in P, as
in Definition 3.2.
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Definition 3.3. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq3 if there exists an
equivalence relation R′ ∈ PEq such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃wx, wy : 〈〈x,wx〉, 〈y, wy〉〉 ∈ R′
Definition 3.4. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq4 if there exists an
equivalence relation R′ ∈ PEq such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃w : 〈〈x,w〉, 〈y, w〉〉 ∈ R′
The next two definitions attempt to allow the possibility of not just a
simple string which witnesses the equivalence of x and y, but a “witness
function” which may map x and y, along with witness strings, to an
equivalence relation in PEq.
Definition 3.5. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq5 if there exists an
equivalence relation R′ ∈ PEq and a function f ∈ FP such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃wx, wy : 〈f(x,wx), f(y, wy)〉 ∈ R′
Definition 3.6. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq6 if there exists an
equivalence relation R′ ∈ PEq and a function f ∈ FP such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃w : 〈f(x,w), f(y, w)〉 ∈ R′
The final two definitions attempt to describe equivalence relations for
which there is a “witnessed complete invariant”, which maps equivalent
strings to equal strings when given access to some witness of their equiv-
alence. We say that an equivalence relation R on a universe U has a
one-witness complete invariant if there exists a function f : U × S → T
such that (x, y) ∈ R if and only if ∃w ∈ S : f(x,w) = f(y, w), and we say
that it has a two-witness complete invariant if (x, y) ∈ R if and only if
∃wx, wy ∈ S : f(x,wx) = f(y, wy).
Definition 3.7. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq7 if it has a polyno-
mial time computable two-witness complete invariant, that is, a function
f ∈ FP such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃wx, wy : f(x,wx) = f(y, wy)
Definition 3.8. An equivalence relation R is in NPEq8 if it has a polyno-
mial time computable one-witness complete invariant, that is, a function
f ∈ FP such that
〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃w : f(x,w) = f(y, w)
Figure 1 shows the inclusions among each of the classes of equivalence
relations defined above. The main ideas of these inclusions are presented
in the following theorem (the complete proofs are tedious and so are omit-
ted here).
Theorem 3.9.
1. NPEq1 = NPEq2
2. NPEq8 ⊆ NPEq6 and NPEq7 ⊆ NPEq5
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Figure 1: Inclusions among possible definitions of equivalence relations verifiable
in deterministic polynomial time.







3. NPEq6 ⊆ NPEq4 and NPEq5 ⊆ NPEq3
4. NPEq8 ⊆ NPEq7, NPEq6 ⊆ NPEq5, and NPEq4 ⊆ NPEq3
5. NPEq3 ⊆ NPEq2
Proof sketch.
1. Follows immediately from the standard definitions of NP.
2. Choose the relation R′ in the definitions of NPEq6 and NPEq5 to be
the equality relation.
3. Hard-code the function f from the definitions of NPEq6 and NPEq5
into the relation R′ in the definitions of NPEq4 and NPEq3.
4. Choose wx and wy in NPEq7, NPEq5, and NPEq3 to be equal to the
w from NPEq8, NPEq6, and NPEq4.
5. Define L = {〈〈x, y〉, 〈wx, wy〉〉|〈〈x,wx〉, 〈y, wy〉〉 ∈ R′}, so the witness
that 〈x, y〉 ∈ L is the pair 〈wx, wy〉.
We would like to be able to show that NPEq2 (or NPEq1, though it
seems more difficult) is contained in any of the other classes which have an
equivalence relation as the witness language in P, but this would require
simulating an arbitrary language, which is not necessarily an equivalence
relation, by some constructed equivalence relation. We are not guaranteed
anything about the structure of the arbitrary language, and it is there-
fore difficult to construct an equivalence relation which represents that
language.
Open problem 3.10. Does one of the complexity classes defined here
have a complete problem under ≤Pker reductions?
Open problem 3.11. Are any of these possible definitions of polynomi-
ally verifiable equivalence relations equivalent? Are any of them provably
distinct?
4 Basic facts about kernel reductions
In this section we provide some basic facts about kernel reductions.
Proposition 4.1. If R ≤Pker S and S ≤Pker T then R ≤Pker T . In other
words, polynomial time kernel reductions compose.
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Proof. Let f and g be the polynomial time kernel reductions from R to
S and from S to T , respectively. Then g ◦ f computes a polynomial time
kernel reduction from R to T . It is polynomial time computable because
polynomial time computable functions compose, and 〈x, y〉 ∈ R if and
only if 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ S if and only if 〈g(f(x)), g(f(y))〉 ∈ T . Therefore
R ≤Pker T .
The next two propositions characerize reducibility among equivalence
relations with respect to the number of equivalence classes in each equiv-
alence relation. The following proposition was first stated as a fact in [5];
the proof is provided here for completeness.
Proposition 4.2. Let R and S be equivalence relations on Σ∗. Suppose
R has n equivalence classes and S has m equivalence classes. If n > m
then R ker S (that is, R does not kernel reduce to S, regardless of any
time bound on the function computing the reduction).
Proof. Assume that R ≤ker S. Then there exists a computable function
f such that ∀x, y, 〈x, y〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ S.
Since R has n non-empty equivalence classes which form a partition
of Σ∗, then ∃r1, . . . , rn ∈ Σ∗ such that R = [r1]R ∪ · · · ∪ [rn]R. Since each
element of R is in exactly one equivalence class, ∀i, j ≤ n, i = j ⇐⇒
〈ri, rj〉 ∈ R ⇐⇒ 〈f(ri), f(rj)〉 ∈ S. Therefore the image of each ri is
in some equivalence class in S. Also, ∀i, j ≤ n, i 6= j ⇐⇒ 〈ri, rj〉 /∈
R ⇐⇒ 〈f(ri), f(rj)〉 /∈ S. Therefore, the image of each ri does not
relate to the image of any other rj , for i 6= j, and i, j ≤ n. Therefore
each of the equivalence classes [f(r1)]S , . . . , [f(rn)]S is disjoint, so S has
at least n equivalence classes. But n > m. This is a contradiction with
the hypothesis that S has m equivalence classes.
Therefore R ker S.
Proposition 4.3. Let R and S be equivalence relations on Σ∗, with R ∈
PEq. If S has at least two equivalence classes, then R ≤Pm S.
Proof. Let M be the deterministic polynomial time Turing machine which
decides R. Let s1 and s2 be representatives of two equivalence classes in S
(elements of different equivalence classes do not relate in S). The many-
one reduction from R to S proceeds as follows on input 〈x, y〉: if M accepts
〈x, y〉, output 〈s1, s1〉. Otherwise output 〈s1, s2〉.
Since M runs in polynomial time, and since the lengths of s1 and s2
do not depend on the lengths of x or y, this reduction can be computed
in polynomial time.
If 〈x, y〉 ∈ R then the reduction outputs 〈s1, s1〉, which is in S. If
〈x, y〉 /∈ R, then the reduction outputs 〈s1, s2〉, which is not in S. There-
fore this is a correct polynomial time many-one reduction from R to S.
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 provide a simple proof of [3, Remark 5.2].
Theorem 4.4 ([3], Remark 5.2). There exists an infinite sequence of
equivalence relations Ri, each in PEq, such that
· · · Pker R4 Pker R3 Pker R2
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but
· · · ≡Pm R4 ≡Pm R3 ≡Pm R2.
In other words, polynomial time kernel reductions and polynomial time
many-one reductions are different in PEq.
Proof. Let Ri be defined as Ri = {〈x, y〉|x ≡ y (mod i)} for all i ≥ 2.
Equivalence of two integers modulo i can be decided in polynomial time,
so Ri ∈ PEq. Also, Ri has i equivalence classes.
Since i + 1 > i, by Proposition 4.2, Ri+1 Pker Ri. But by Propo-
sition 4.3, Ri+1 ≡Pm Ri for all i ≥ 2. This provides the sequence of
equivalence relations described in the statement of the theorem.
The following proposition is presented without proof, because its proof
is nearly the same as the proof of the corresponding statement for poly-
nomial time many-one reductions in NP.
Proposition 4.5. NPEq is closed under polynomial time kernel reduc-
tions, that is if S ∈ NPEq and R ≤Pker S then R ∈ NPEq.
The next lemma states that kernel reductions must preserve “related-
ness” of pairs of elements by mapping equivalence classes in the domain
to equivalence classes in the codomain.
Lemma 4.6. Let R and S be equivalence relations on U , and let w ∈ U .
Suppose R ≤ker S, by some computable function f . Then f([w]R) ⊆
[f(w)]S. In other words, the image of an equivalence class of R is a
subset of an equivalence class of S.
Proof. Since w ∈ [w]R, it follows that f(w) ∈ f([w]R). Let x ∈ f([w]R).
Then (x, f(w)) ∈ S, so x ∈ [f(w)]S . Therefore f([w]R) ⊆ [f(w)]S .
5 Conditions for complete problems un-
der polynomial time kernel reductions
In this section we use the techniques of [3, Theorem 8.7] to present a
general theorem which provides equivalence relations which are hard for
a number of interesting complexity classes under polynomial time kernel
reductions. We need one additional definition here. If C is a complexity
class then the class ∀C is the set of languages A such that there exists
a language B ∈ C and a polynomial p satisfying x ∈ A if and only if
∀w ∈ Σ≤p(|x|)〈x,w〉 ∈ B. ∀C is called the closure of C under polynomially
bounded universal quantification.
Theorem 5.1. Let C be a subset of PSPACE which contains the problem
of deciding whether two strings are equal. Then there exists an equivalence
relation in (∀(C ∪ coC))Eq which is hard for CEq under ≤Pker reductions.
Before proving this theorem, we will provide some immediate corollar-
ies of this general result.
Corollary 5.2. If C is a subset of PSPACE and C = ∀(C ∪ coC), then CEq
has a complete problem under ≤Pker reductions.
Corollary 5.3. Under polynomial time kernel reductions,
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1. PSPACEEq has a complete problem
2. Πk+1PEq contains a problem which is hard for ΣkPEq, for all k ≥ 0
3. Πk+1PEq contains a problem which is hard for ΠkPEq, for all k ≥ 0
Proof.
1. PSPACE is closed under complement (because it is a deterministic
complexity class) and polynomially bounded universal quantification
(because we can simulate the universal guess deterministically in
polynomial space).
2. If C = ΣkP, then the ≤Pker-hard problem is in (∀(ΣkP∪ coΣkP))Eq =
(∀(ΣkP ∪ ΠkP))Eq = Πk+1PEq.
3. Same as the previous justification, but starting with C = ΠkP.
More specifically, this means that coNPEq has a problem which is
≤Pker-hard for PEq. Corollary 5.3 also implies part 1 of [3, Theorem 8.7],
which is restated here.
Corollary 5.4 ([3], Theorem 8.7, part 1). If NP = coNP then NPEq has
a complete problem under polynomial time kernel reductions.
Proof. If NP = coNP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses, and specif-
ically Π2P = Π1P = coNP = NP. From item 2 in Corollary 5.3 we conclude
that NPEq has a ≤Pker-hard problem for NPEq. Such a problem is by def-
inition NPEq-complete.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 5.1 by first providing some mo-
tivating ideas. Recall the canonical complete problem (sometimes called
the “universal” problem) for NP (and indeed for various other complexity
classes):
K = {〈M,x, 1t〉|M acceptsxwithin t steps }
The idea of this proof is to adapt this into an equivalence relation RK
consisting of pairs of triples of the form 〈〈M,x, 1tx〉, 〈M,y, 1ty 〉〉, where
M accepts 〈x, y〉, as in the reduction from an arbitrary NP language to K.
The problem we encounter here is that RK is not necessarily an equiva-
lence relation. Consider, for example, transitivity, which must be satisfied
for all possible pairs of the form 〈M,w, 1tw 〉. For arbitrary machines M ,
just because M accepts 〈x, y〉 and 〈y, z〉 does not necessarily mean that
M accepts 〈x, z〉. The solution is to encode into RK the requirement that
the language which M accepts, L(M), is itself an equivalence relation.
The three properties required of RK then follow from the properties of
L(M).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. First we will define a helper algorithm which de-
cides whether a given machine accepts an equivalence relation on strings
up to a given length. Define the algorithm A as follows on input 〈M,n〉,
where M is a polynomially clocked Turing machine of type C and n ∈ N:
1. universally guess a, b, and c ∈ Σ≤n
2. simulate M on 〈a, a〉; if it rejects, reject
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3. simulate M on 〈a, b〉, then on 〈b, a〉; if the former accepts and the
latter rejects, reject
4. simulate M on 〈a, b〉, then on 〈b, c〉, then on 〈a, c〉; if the first two
accept and the last one rejects, reject
5. if execution reaches this point, accept
These simulations check that L(M) satisfies reflexivity, symmetry, and
transitivity on strings of length at most n. If A accepts, then the three
properties are satisfied, and if it rejects then one of the three properties is
violated. Since M is a machine of type C, checking if M accepts on some
input and if M rejects on some input is in C ∪ coC. The universal guesses
of a, b, and c (of length at most n) followed by checks of whether the six
simulations of M accept or reject place L(A) in the class ∀(C ∪ coC). If p
is the polynomial which bounds the running time of M , then the running
time of this algorithm is 6p(|〈1n, 1n〉|) + c, where c is a constant which
represents the time needed to account for the implementation of A (the
control of the simulations of M , performing logical conjunctions, etc.).
Hence the running time of A is polynomial in n.
Now we can define the set R by
R = {〈u, v〉|u = v}
∪ {〈〈M,x, 1tx〉, 〈M,y, 1ty 〉〉|1 through 4 below are satisfied}
where the conditions are
1. M is a polynomially clocked Turing machine of type C
2. A accepts 〈M, |x|〉 within tx steps
3. A accepts 〈M, |y|〉 within ty steps
4. M accepts 〈x, y〉
We claim that R is in (∀(C ∪ coC))Eq and CEq-hard.
First we show that R ∈ ∀(C ∪ coC). By the argument above, A is a
∀(C ∪ coC) algorithm. Assuming without loss of generality that |x| ≥ |y|, if
A accepts 〈M, |x|〉 within tx steps then we know that there is a polynomial
time bound on the running time of M on input 〈x, y〉, so simulating it is
certainly in ∀(C ∪ coC). Finally, testing for equality is in C by hypothesis
so deciding R overall can be performed by a ∀(C ∪ coC) algorithm.
Next we show that R is an equivalence relation. Reflexivity follows
from the reflexivity of the equality relation. For symmetry, suppose
〈〈M,x, 1tx〉, 〈M,y, 1ty 〉〉 ∈ R. Since item 2 and item 3 are true by hypoth-
esis, we know that symmetry on strings of length at most max(|x|, |y|) in
L(M) is satisfied, and that includes the strings x and y. So since M ac-
cepts 〈x, y〉 it must follow that M accepts 〈y, x〉. Furthermore, item 1,
item 2, and item 3 are the same up to symmetry of x and y, so we
have 〈〈M,y, 1ty 〉, 〈M,x, 1tx〉〉 ∈ R. For transitivity, suppose that both
〈〈M,x, 1tx〉, 〈M,y, 1ty 〉〉 ∈ R and 〈〈M,y, 1ty 〉, 〈M, z, 1tz 〉〉 ∈ R. Since
transitivity is true on strings of length at most max(|x|, |y|, |z|) by the
transitivity propositions checked by item 2 and item 3, and since M ac-
cepts both 〈x, y〉 and 〈y, z〉 by hypothesis, it must follow that M accepts
〈x, z〉. Again the conditions in item 1, item 2, and item 3 are the same. We
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have shown that R is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, so it is an equiv-
alence relation. At this point, we have proven that R ∈ (∀(C ∪ coC))Eq.
Now we need to show that R is CEq-hard. Let S ∈ CEq. Suppose M
is the polynomially clocked C machine which decides S, and p is the poly-
nomial which bounds the running time of M . Then the kernel reduction
from S to R is w 7→ 〈M,w, 16p(|〈w,w〉|)+c〉, where p and c are the polyno-
mial and constant described in the first paragraph of this proof. Call this
reduction f . The reduction is obviously computable in time polynomial
in |w|. It remains to show that this reduction is correct.
Suppose 〈x, y〉 ∈ S. Now f(x) = 〈M,x, 16p(|〈x,x〉|)+c〉 and f(y) =
〈M,y, 16p(|〈y,y〉|)+c〉. item 1 is true by construction, and item 4 is true
since M is the machine which decides S. Assume item 2 is false. Then
M does not accept an equivalence relation on strings of length at most
|x|. This is a contradiction, since M decides S, an equivalence relation,
by hypothesis. Therefore item 2 must be satisfied. The same argument
applies to item 3. Hence 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ R.
If 〈x, y〉 /∈ S then M does not accept 〈x, y〉, since otherwise 〈x, y〉
would be a member of S. Hence 〈x, y〉 /∈ R. Therefore we have shown
that R is CEq-hard.
Open problem 5.5. Is there a more general characterization of com-
plexity classes which have a ≤Pker-hard problem?
Open problem 5.6. Under what conditions does a complexity class have
a complete problem? Can we adapt this idea to create a complete problem
for PEq or NPEq?
Open problem 5.7. Can this theorem be used to construct ≤ker-hard
problems for smaller complexity classes like NLEq under the appropriate
time-bounded reduction? Larger classes such as EXPEq?
Open problem 5.8. To what other equivalence relations does our ≤Pker-
hard problem reduce? Are there “natural” ≤Pker-hard problems in com-
plexity classes which satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5.1?
As an additional corollary, we show that the equivalence relation RK
is necessarily hard given a known hard equivalence relation under ≤Pker
reductions.
Corollary 5.9. Let C1 be a complexity class and C2 be a subset of PSPACE
which contains the problem of deciding whether two strings are equal. If
there exists an equivalence relation S in C2Eq which is hard for C1Eq under
≤Pker reductions, then there is an equivalence relation in (∀(C2 ∪ coC2))Eq
which is hard for C1Eq under ≤Pker reductions.
Proof. S ≤Pker RK by the reduction described in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
A similar analysis shows that RK ∈ (∀(C2 ∪ coC2))Eq. Since S is hard for
C1Eq and polynomial time kernel reductions compose by Proposition 4.1,
RK is also hard for C1Eq.
Finally, the following theorem is inspired by Mahaney’s theorem, which
states that there are no sparse NP-complete languages unless P = NP. Our
result concerns not the sparseness of strings in a language, but the sparse-
ness of equivalence classes in an equivalence relation. This complements
the work on “potential reducibility”, defined in section 5 of [3].
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Definition 5.10 ([3], Definition 7.2). Let R and S be equivalence rela-
tions on Σ∗. We say R is potentially reducible to S, denoted R ≤Ppot S, if
there exists a polynomial p such that for all n ∈ N, the number of equiv-
alence classes in R containing a string of length at most n is at most the
number of equivalence classes in S containing a string of length at most
p(n).
It follows from the definitions that for any equivalence relations R and
S, R ≤Pker S =⇒ R ≤Ppot S, and hence R Ppot S =⇒ R Pker S
(this is stated and proven explicitly in [3, Lemma 5.5]). As an analog to
traditional sparse languages, we provide a definition of “kernel sparsity”,
and show its application to determining potential reducibility and hence
kernel reducibility.
Definition 5.11. An equivalence relation R on Σ∗ is kernel sparse if
there exists a polynomial p such that for all n ∈ N, the number of equiv-
alence classes containing a string of length at most n is at most p(n). An
equivalence relation is kernel dense if it is not sparse, that is if for all
polynomials p there exists an n ∈ N such that the number of equivalence
classes containing a string of length at most n is greater than p(n).
These definitions allow us to provide the following very natural propo-
sition. Intuitively, it states that an equivalence relation with many closely
packed equivalence classes cannot reduce (under polynomially bounded
notions of reduction) to an equivalence relation with few but widely spaced
equivalence classes.
Theorem 5.12. Let R and S be equivalence relations on Σ∗. If R is
kernel dense and S is kernel sparse, then R Ppot S and in particular
R Pker S.
Proof. That R Ppot S implies R Pker S was already stated in the text
following the definition of potential reducibility, so it suffices to show that
R Ppot S.
Assume that R ≤Ppot S with the intention of producing a contradiction.
Let p be the polynomial such that the number of equivalence classes in R
containing strings of length at most n is at most the number of equivalence
classes in S of length at most p(n) (this is the definition of potential
reducibility). Let q be the polynomial such that for all n the number of
equivalence classes in S containing a string of length at most n is at most
q(n) (this is the definition of kernel sparse). For each natural number n,
the number of equivalence classes in S containing a string of length at
most n is at most q(0)+q(1)+ · · ·+q(n), which is itself bounded above by
nq(n) (since q is non-decreasing). It follows that the number of equivalence
classes in S containing a string of length at most p(n) is bounded above
by p(n)q(p(n)), which is a polynomial in n. (This is an overestimate,
but we can be generous here and still produce a contradiction.) Call this
polynomial r.
Let n0 be the natural number such that the number of equivalence
classes in R containing a string of length at most n0 is greater than r(n0).
Let C be that number of equivalence classes, so C > r(n0). So there are
C equivalence classes in R containing strings of length at most n0 (there
may be more if there are distinct equivalence classes at smaller lengths)
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and r(n0) equivalence classes in S containing strings of length at most
p(n0). Specifically there are more equivalence classes in R for strings up
to length n0 than there are in S for strings up to length p(n). From this
we infer that R cannot potentially reduce to S, because the number of
equivalence classes in R for strings up to length n0 is too great compared
to the number of equivalence classes in S for strings up to length p(n0).
This is a contradiction with the assumption that R ≤Ppot S. We have
shown this for arbitrary polynomials (which came from the definitions of
potential reducibility and kernel sparsity), so we can conclude that the
result holds for all equivalence relations R and S which are kernel dense
and kernel sparse, respectively.
This places a strong restriction on equivalence relations which are hard
(or complete) under polynomial time kernel reductions: they cannot be
kernel sparse.
Corollary 5.13. Let CEq be a complexity class of equivalence relations
containing the equality relation, Req = {〈x, u〉|x = y}. If an equivalence
relation R is CEq-hard then it is not kernel sparse.
Proof. Req is kernel dense, since it contains 2
n equivalence classes at
each length n—one for each distinct string. If R were kernel sparse then
Req Ppot R by Theorem 5.12. This would imply Req Pker R, which is
a contradiction with the hypothesis that all equivalence relations in CEq
(including Req) polynomial time kernel reduce to R. Therefore R is not
kernel sparse.
6 Completeness in NPEq and NP
In this section we examine the relationship between NP-complete prob-
lems and NPEq-complete problems. Before proceeding, we will need some
definitions concerning graphs.
If G is a graph, then V (G) is the set of vertices in G and E(G) is the
set of edges in G. If G and H are two graphs, then G is isomorphic to
H if ∃φ : V (G) → V (H), a bijection, such that ∀u, v ∈ V (G), [(u, v) ∈
E(G) ⇐⇒ (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈ E(H)]. We denote this by G ∼= H. The
much-studied graph isomorphism problem (GI), the problem of deciding
whether two given graphs are isomorphic, is one of few problems in NP
not known to be either in P or NP-complete.
Let Π be an arbitrary graph property (which holds for all isomorphic
graphs if it holds for any one of them). Call Π the null property if it is
false for all graphs. We say that Π is a uniform property if for all n ∈ N
there exists a graph G with n vertices such that Π(G) is true. Let LΠ be
the language on graphs G defined by {G |Π(G) is true}. Say that Π is an
NP-complete property if LΠ is NP-complete. We claim without proof that
Π is an NP-complete property only if it is not a null property.
We first show that there are problems in NPEq which are also NP-
complete (though they may not necessarily be NPEq-complete). Define
A(Π) by
A(Π) = {〈G,H〉|G ∼= H or (Π(G) and Π(H))}.
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By checking the three required properties of an equivalence relation, we
find the following. (The proof of this proposition is straightforward and
is left as an exercise for the reader.)
Proposition 6.1. For all graph properties Π, A(Π) is an equivalence
relation.
We use this fact to show that there are NP-complete equivalence rela-
tions.
Proposition 6.2. If Π is an NP-complete property, then A(Π) is an NP-
complete equivalence relation.
Proof. The previous proposition shows that A(Π) is an equivalence rela-
tion, so it remains to show that it is NP-complete. Let H be a graph for
which Π(H) is true, which exists because Π is not a null property. The
reduction is from LΠ, and the mapping is given by G 7→ 〈G,H〉. This
function is computable in polynomial time (the size of the graph H is
constant with respect to the size of the graph G).
Suppose G ∈ LΠ, then Π(G) and Π(H) are both true, so 〈G,H〉 ∈
A(Π). Suppose now that G /∈ LΠ, so it certainly must not be the case
that Π(G) and Π(H) are both true. However, neither can G ∼= H be true,
since otherwise Π(G) would be true (since the graph property Π is true
on all graphs which are isomorphic). Thus 〈G,H〉 /∈ A(Π). We conclude
that LΠ ≤Pm A(Π), and so it is an NP-complete equivalence relation.
Using this fact we can show that completeness in NPEq under ≤Pker
reductions implies completeness in NP under ≤Pm reductions.
Corollary 6.3. If an equivalence relation R is NPEq-complete then it is
also NP-complete.
Proof. Let A be an NP-complete equivalence relation in NPEq, which
exists by the previous theorem. Since R is NPEq-complete, there exists a
polynomial time kernel reduction, call it f , from A to R. The polynomial
time many-one reduction from A to R induced by f , namely 〈x, y〉 7→
〈f(x), f(y)〉, proves that R is NP-hard. Since R is in NP by hypothesis, it
is therefore NP-complete.
This corollary provides a clearer proof of [3, Proposition 8.1].
Proposition 6.4 ([3], Proposition 8.1). If GI is NPEq-complete then the
polynomial time hierarchy collapses to the second level (PH = Σ2P ∩ Π2P).
Proof. If GI is NPEq-complete then it is NP-complete by the previous
corollary. This implies the stated collapse (see [9]).
We currently do not know whether NPEq has a complete problem
under polynomial time kernel reductions.
Open problem 6.5. Can we prove that NPEq has a complete problem
unconditionally?
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We will for now consider the consequences of the assumption that there
exists an NPEq-complete problem.
Define A=(Π) by
A=(Π) = {〈G,H〉|〈G,H〉 ∈ A(Π) and |V (G)| = |V (H)|)}.
Proposition 6.6. If Π is a non-null, uniform, NP-complete property,
then A=(Π) is an NP-complete equivalence relation.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 6.2, but the
reduction enforces that the graph H is a graph with |V (G)| vertices for
which Π(H) is true, which exists because Π is a uniform property by
hypothesis.
Note that the number of equivalence classes of A=(Π) is infinite, since
there are an infinite number of undirected graphs. However, each of those
equivalence classes is itself finite. As justification, consider the equivalence
class of an arbitrary graph G in A=(Π), [G]. [G] includes exactly all the
graphs H which are isomorphic to G plus all graphs J for which Π(J) is
true and |V (G)| = |V (J)| (if Π(G) is true). In either case, the graphs H
and J have the same number of vertices as G. The number of graphs on
|V (G)| vertices is finite, so [G] is finite.
As a contrast, consider the equivalence relation
R = {〈x, y〉|x and y have the same number of 1s}.
R has an infinite number of equivalence classes: [1], [11], [111], etc. Each
equivalence class is itself infinite as well: if w ∈ Σ∗ then [w] contains w,
0w, 00w, etc.
These observations lead us to the following theorem. Note that in
the following theorem, if an equivalence relation B is “complete under
≤Pker,1–1 reductions in NPEq” we mean that every equivalence relation in
NPEq reduces to B by a polynomial time computable kernel reduction
which is also injective (that is, “one-to-one”).
Theorem 6.7. Let Π be a non-null, uniform graph property. If A=(Π)
is complete in NPEq under ≤Pker reductions, then it is not complete under
≤Pker,1–1 reductions.
Proof. For the sake of brevity, in this proof we will refer to A=(Π) by the
shorter A.
R is obviously in PEq, so it is in NPEq. Since A is NPEq-complete,
R ≤Pker A. Thus there exists a polynomial time computable function f
such that 〈x, y〉 ∈ R if and only if 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ A.
Let w ∈ {0, 1}∗. Then f(w) = G for some graph G. By the above
arguments, [w]R is infinite and [f(w)]A is finite. By Lemma 4.6, f([w]R) ⊆
[f(w)]A. Consider f |[w]R , that is, f restricted to the domain [w]R. Then
f |[w]R is a mapping from the infinite set [w]R to the finite set [f(w)]A. By
the pigeonhole principle, f |[w]R is not injective. Hence the unrestricted
reduction f is not injective, and therefore A is not ≤Pker,1–1-complete in
NPEq.
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7 Existence of intermediary problems
We will denote by NPEqC the set of equivalence relations which are ≤Pker-
complete for NPEq.
The main result of this section is as follows.
Theorem 7.10. If PEq 6= NPEq and NPEqC is non-empty, then there exists
an equivalence relation in NPEq which is in neither PEq nor NPEqC.
To show this, we will adapt a proof of Ladner’s original theorem[7]
showing that if P 6= NP then there exist problems in NP which are nei-
ther in P nor NP-complete. The proof we follow can be found in [2],
which is an adaptation of Schöning’s proof of the “uniform diagonalization
theorem”[8], which is itself a generalization of Ladner’s original method.
First we need to provide some technical definitions and machinery.
Definition 7.1. A class of languages C is closed under finite variations
if and only if A ∈ C and A4B (the symmetric difference of A and B) is
finite implies B ∈ C for all B.
Definition 7.2. Given an alphabet Σ with at least two different symbols,
say 0 and 1, the kernel join of two equivalence relations R and S over Σ∗
is R
ker
⊕ S = {〈x0, y0〉|〈x, y〉 ∈ R} ∪ {〈x1, y1〉|〈x, y〉 ∈ S}.
Lemma 7.3. If R and S are equivalence relations on Σ∗, then R
ker
⊕ S is
an equivalence relation (on Σ∗\{λ}).
Proof. Let x, y and z be non-empty strings in Σ∗.
Since x is non-empty, x = x′0 or x = x′1. Since R is reflexive, 〈x′, x′〉 ∈
R. Hence 〈x, x〉 ∈ R
ker
⊕ S. Therefore R
ker
⊕ S is reflexive.
Suppose 〈x, y〉 ∈ R
ker
⊕ S. Then either x = x′0, y = y′0 and 〈x′, y′〉 ∈ R
or x = x′1, y = y′1 and 〈x′, y′〉 ∈ S. In either case, symmetry follows
from the symmetry of R or S.
Suppose 〈x, y〉 and 〈y, z〉 are both in R
ker
⊕ S. In the case that x = x′0,
y = y′0 and 〈x′, y′〉 ∈ R, and that z = z′0 and 〈y′, z′〉 ∈ R, then by the
transitivity of R, 〈x′, z′〉 ∈ R, so 〈x, z〉 ∈ R
ker
⊕ S. The argument is similar
in the case that x = x′1, y = y′1 and z = z′1. It is a contradiction for the
other two cases to exist, since y cannot be equal to both y′0 and y′1.
Since R
ker
⊕ S is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, R
ker
⊕ S is an equiv-
alence relation.
Proposition 7.4. Symmetric difference of equivalence relations preserves
symmetry.
Proof. Let R and S be equivalence relations. Let (x, y) ∈ (R4S). In the
case that (x, y) ∈ R and (x, y) /∈ S, then (y, x) ∈ R. If (y, x) were in S,
then (x, y) would also be in S, by symmetry, but this is a contradiction.
Hence (y, x) ∈ R and (y, x) /∈ S. The argument for the other case is
symmetric. Therefore (x, y) ∈ (R4 S) =⇒ (y, x) ∈ (R4 S).
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Definition 7.5. Let r : N → N be a computable function such that
r(m) > m for all m. Define the set G[r] as
G[r] = {x ∈ Σ∗|rn(0) ≤ |x| < rn+1(0) for some evenn}
where rn(m) denotes the n-fold application of r to m:
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
r ◦ r ◦ r ◦ · · · ◦ r(m)
G[r] is called the gap language generated by r.
Lemma 7.6. If r is time constructible, then G[r] ∈ P.
Proof. Proof omitted.
We will denote the Cartesian product G[r]×G[r] by the slightly more
succinct G[r]2, and G[r] × G[r] by G[r]
2
. Elements of G[r]2 are pairs of
strings whose lengths are in the “even gaps” of r, while elements of G[r]
2
are pairs of strings whose lengths are in the “odd gaps” of r.
Lemma 7.7. G[r]2 and G[r]
2
are partial equivalence relations (that is,
they are symmetric and transitive).
Proof. We will prove the theorem for G[r]2; a symmetric argument proves
the theorem for G[r]
2
.
Let x, y ∈ Σ∗. Suppose 〈x, y〉 ∈ G[r]2, so the lengths of x and y are
both in an even gap of r. Then 〈y, x〉 ∈ G[r]2, so G[r]2 is symmetric. Now
let z ∈ Σ∗ and suppose also that 〈y, z〉 ∈ G[r]2. Then y and z are both in
an even gap of r, so x, y and z are all in some even gap of r, and hence
〈x, z〉 ∈ G[r]2. Therefore G[r]2 is transitive.
We are now prepared to prove the main technical theorem which will
allow us to construct an equivalence relation which is “between” two com-
plexity classes.
Theorem 7.8. Let R1 and R2 be decidable equivalence relations, and let
C1 and C2 be classes of decidable equivalence relations such that:
1. R1 /∈ C1
2. R2 /∈ C2
3. C1 and C2 are computably enumerable
4. C1 and C2 are closed under finite variations
Then there exists a decidable equivalence relation R such that:
1. R /∈ C1
2. R /∈ C2




Proof. Let P1, P2, . . . and Q1, Q2, . . . be enumerations of Turing machines
deciding the languages in C1 and C2 respectively. Define the functions
r1(n) = max
i≤n
{|zi,n|}+ 1 and r2(n) = max
i≤n
{|z′i,n|}+ 1
where zi,n is the smallest word in Σ
∗ such that there exists an x ∈ Σ∗, with
n < |x| ≤ |zi,n|, such that 〈zi,n, x〉 ∈ (L(Pi)4R1), and z′i,n is the smallest
word in Σ∗ such that there exists an x′ ∈ Σ∗, with n < |x′| ≤ |z′i,n|, such
that 〈z′i,n, x′〉 ∈ (L(Qi) 4 R2). Note that it also suffices to find an x
and x′ such that 〈x, zi,n〉 ∈ (L(Pi)4 R1) and 〈x′, z′i,n〉 ∈ (L(Qi)4 R2),
since symmetric difference on equivalence relations preserves symmetry
by Proposition 7.4. The more important requirement is that |x| ≤ |zi,n|,
since we will require below that both x and zi,n are in the same gap of a
specific function.
We claim that zi,n and z
′
i,n always exist. Assume that no such zi,n
exists, so there are no words such that there exists an x ∈ Σ∗, with
n < |x| ≤ |zi,n|, such that 〈zi,n, x〉 ∈ (L(Pi)4 R1). Therefore, there are
no pairs in (L(Pi) 4 R1) with both elements of length greater than n.
Then there are a finite number of pairs in L(Pi)4 R1, so R1 is a finite
variation of L(Pi). Since C1 is closed under finite variations, R1 ∈ C1.
This is a contradiction with the hypothesis that R1 /∈ C1. Therefore such
a zi,n always exists. The argument that z
′
i,n always exists is similar.
Since L(Pi) and L(Qi) are decidable for all i, and since R1 and R2
are decidable, so are L(Pi) 4 R1 and L(Qi) 4 R2. For each n, there
is a procedure which always halts and which computes zi,n. A similar
procedure computes z′i,n. The procedure which computes the maximum
of a finite set of numbers and which adds one to that value always halts
as well, so r1 and r2 are total computable functions.
Let r ≥ max(r1, r2) be a non-decreasing time constructible function
(the proof that such a function exists is left as an exercise to the reader).
Now for all n and all i ≤ n, each element of the pair 〈zi,n, x〉 has length
between n and r1(n), by construction. The same is true for 〈z′i,n, x′〉
between n and r2(n). Notice that 〈zi,n, x〉 and 〈z′i,n, x′〉 are “witnesses”
that R1 6= L(Pi) and R2 6= L(Qi) respectively. Hence for all n, there are
some witnesses between n and r(n) that for all i ≤ n, R1 6= L(Pi) and
R2 6= L(Qi).
Define R = (G[r]2 ∩R1)∪ (G[r]
2
∩R2), so R is equal to pairs of R1 in
the “even gaps” of r and R is equal to pairs of R2 in the “odd gaps” of
r. It remains to show that R is an equivalence relation which satisfies the
properties stated in the theorem.
First we show that R is indeed an equivalence relation. Symmetry and




. To show reflexivity, suppose x ∈ G[r]. Hence 〈x, x〉 ∈ G[r]2. Since
R1 is an equivalence relation, 〈x, x〉 ∈ R1. Therefore 〈x, x〉 ∈ (G[r]2 ∩
R1), so 〈x, x〉 ∈ R. The argument for the case that x ∈ G[r] is similar.
Therefore R is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
Next we show that R /∈ C1. The argument which proves R /∈ C2 is
symmetric. Assume R ∈ C1 in order to produce a contradiction. Then
there exists an i such that R = L(Pi). Let m be an even integer such
that rm(0) ≥ i. By construction, there exists a pair 〈x, z〉 such that
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rm(0) ≤ |x| ≤ |z| < rm+1(0) and 〈x, z〉 ∈ (L(Pi)4 R1). Since m is even,
〈x, z〉 ∈ G[r]2. Since R is equal to R1 where it coincides with G[r]2, then
〈x, z〉 ∈ (L(Pi) 4 R). This is a contradiction with the hypothesis that
R = L(Pi). Therefore R /∈ C1.
Finally, we show that R ≤Pker R1
ker
⊕ R2. First, we note that R1
ker
⊕ R2
is an equivalence relation by Lemma 7.3, so a kernel reduction here is




x0 ifx ∈ G[r]
x1 ifx /∈ G[r]
is a polynomial time computable function.
To show that f computes the reduction from R to R1
ker
⊕ R2 correctly,
suppose first that 〈x, y〉 ∈ R, so 〈x, y〉 is in either (G[r]2 ∩R1) or (G[r]
2
∩
R2). In the former case, both x and y are in G[r], so f(x) = x0 and
f(y) = y0, and both x and y are in R1, so 〈x0, y0〉 = 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ R1.
The argument for the latter case is symmetric.
For the converse, suppose 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ R1
ker
⊕ R2. Then f(x) and
f(y) either both end with 0 or both end with 1. In the case that both end
with 0, then there exist some strings wx and wy such that f(x) = wx0,
f(y) = wy0 and 〈wx, wy〉 ∈ R1. By construction of f , wx must equal
the input x and wy must equal the input y, so 〈x, y〉 ∈ R1. Also by
construction, f(x) = x0 if and only if x ∈ G[x] and f(y) = y0 if and only
if y ∈ G[x], so 〈x, y〉 ∈ G[r]2. Hence 〈x, y〉 ∈ (G[r]2 ∩ R1) ⊆ R. The
argument for the case that both f(x) and f(y) end with 1 is symmetric,
and shows that 〈x, y〉 ∈ (G[r]
2
∩R2) ⊆ R. Therefore 〈x, y〉 ∈ R if and only
if 〈f(x), f(y)〉 ∈ R1
ker




Since we have shown that the equivalence relation R satisfies the prop-
erties in the statement of the theorem, this concludes the proof.
We would now like to show that the result of this theorem holds when
C1 = PEq and C2 = NPEqC.
Proposition 7.9. If PEq 6= NPEq and NPEqC is non-empty, then PEq∩
NPEqC = ∅.
Proof. Assume PEq ∩ NPEqC 6= ∅. Let R be the NPEq-complete equiv-
alence relation which is also in PEq. Then all problems in NPEq can be
kernel reduced to R in polynomial time, and R can be decided in poly-
nomial time. Therefore, PEq = NPEq. This is a contradiction with the
hypothesis. Therefore PEq ∩ NPEqC = ∅.
Theorem 7.10. If PEq 6= NPEq and NPEqC is non-empty, then there
exists an equivalence relation in NPEq which is in neither PEq nor NPEqC.
Proof. The hypothesis of this theorem is the same as in Proposition 7.9, so
PEq∩NPEqC = ∅. Let S be an NPEq-complete problem. Choose R1 = S,
R2 = ∅, C1 = PEq and C2 = NPEqC. Note that since P and NPC are
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computably enumerable, so are PEq and NPEqC. Then by Theorem 7.8,
there exists an equivalence relation R which is in neither NPEqC nor
PEq, but which kernel reduces to S
ker
⊕ ∅. Since S
ker
⊕ ∅ trivially kernel
reduces to S, and since polynomial time kernel reductions compose by
Proposition 4.1, R ≤Pker S. Since NPEq is closed under polynomial time
kernel reductions by Proposition 4.5, R ∈ NPEq.
8 Open problems
Besides the open problems listed throughout the paper, we consider the
following questions to be worth exploring.
• There are many problems of inequivalence in [6] which are listed as
NP-complete or PSPACE-complete. What do these problems have to
do with NPEq-completeness, coNPEq-completeness, and PSPACEEq-
completeness?
• Do the complexity results from, for example, [1] or [4], which study
isomorphisms and congruences of boolean formulae, boolean circuits,
polynomials, and other structures, translate to the setting of kernel
reductions?
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